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As a pretty, blonde stone building nestled in the heart of  the Saint-

Emilion vineyard, Château Monlot has a history of  four hundred 

years, originating from 17th centuary. Built on the land belonging 

to King Louis XIII, the house was passed on to the Countess de 

Guerchy and her brother, the Marquis de Beuvron, linking it to the 

Seigneurie de Capet. It was then owned by the Taillade families in 

1763, then Ichon 1803, who chose to name it «My lot», from which 

it takes its current name. At the end of  2011, deeply impressed by 

this vineyard, the Chinese actress Zhao Wei became the new owner, 

marking the renewal of  Château Monlot. Since this acquisition, a 

new ambitious project has been initiated and implemented in an 

approach of  excellence :

CHATEAU MONLOT, 
THE REVIVAL

- The restructuring of  the vineyard in the strictest terms, qualifying      

sit as one of  the most famous grands classés,

- The construction and refurbishment of  buildings,

- The construction of  new cellars and vats,

- The new packaging of  wine,

- New features of  the landscape of  the classificated park, 

- Renovation of  the reception block, dedicated to wine tourism.
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Beautifully located in Saint-Emilion, listed as a UNESCO World 

Heritage Site under the cultural landscape, Château Monlot is 

part of  the historical center of  the vineyards of  the Saint-Emilion 

appellation between Château Pavie and Château de Lassègue. As a 

link between China and Saint-Emilion, Château Monlot symbolizes 

the alliance of  femininity and creativity, which are embodied by its 

new owner Zhao Wei and the oenologist : Jean-Claude Berrouet, the 

agronome : Claude and Lydia Bourguignon. All the efforts is made 

to sparkling this iconic wine.

Their ambition is based on the precise and passionate work, which 

requires the greatest attention paid to bringing Château Monlot 

to the level of  the wines of  excellence. The wines of  Château 

Monlot continue growing and are already among the best wines 

of  the appellation with a nice reference among tasters and wine 

professionals.



Zhao Wei is an internationally recognized person, a versatile artist (actress, 
singer, director) who has won many highly-regarded awards. She is one of  the 
most popular idols of  her generation. Zhao Wei has managed to strike a balance 
between her family and her professional career, as well as her many projects. She 
lives her passion for wine with discretion but intensity. She spent two years to 
search the ideal property, one that will allow her to realize one of  her dreams, the 
creation of  fine wines. She fell in love with Château Monlot, deeply impressed 
by its potential. Then, she started to work seriously to present its wines on the 
international scene. In 2012, the wine world salutes her involvement by inducting 
her to the Saint-Emilion Jurade.

ZHAO WEI, 
A INTERNATIONAL TALENTED WOMAN

After five years of  
intense work, we now 
wish to celebrate the 
revival of  Château 

Monlot, which marks 
the beginning of  a 

new era for
our wines. 

«

«

Zhao Wei.
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Zhao Wei’s desire and ambition to produce wines of  excellence 

have convinced two recognized personalities in the world of  

wine. Agricultural engineers Claude and Lydia Bourguignon and 

oenologist Jean-Claude Berrouet bring their precious advice and 

their experience to create exceptional wines.

Château Monlot symbolizes the meeting of  different cultures but 

whose destinies meet and merge into one passion: The love of  wine.

 

THE SEARCHING FOR HARMONY 
BETWEEN NATURE AND HUMAN





CLAUDE & LYDIA BOURGUIGNON, 
Agricultural Engineers, Consultants for Château Monlot.

Claude Bourguignon and his wife Lydia 
are the founders of  the Microbiological 

Soil Analysis Laboratory (LAMS). 
LAMS was established in 1990 and 

has become the authoritative research 
institution for health and soil protection. 

Claude and Lydia Bourguignon have 
always been working for the best 

vineyards in the world. By conducting 
a thorough analysis of  Château 

Monlot’s soil and vines, Mr. and Mrs. 
Bourguignon have discovered immense 

potential. They therefore proposed 
to improve the soil management of  

Château Monlot to maximise the soil 
potential while respecting the terroir.

 

THE ALLIANCE 
OF EXPERTISE

JEAN-CLAUDE BERROUET, 
Oenologist consultant for Château Monlot.

Mr. Jean-Claude Berrouet is one of  the most 
influential and most renowned winemakers 
in the world. Mr. Berrouet has worked on 
44 vintages for one of  the most famous and 
expensive wines in the world. His reputation 
is well established.
When he retired, Zhao Wei convinced him, 
with her passion and sincerity, to join in the 
team to share his experience and give advice 
to Château Monlot. 
M. Berrouet has a deep affection for the soil 
and vine, and constantly seeks the perfect 
harmony between nature and man. He 
believes in the combination of  traditional 
and modern farming techniques, and he 
believes that wines should reflect the flavours 
of  their terroirs.

“The soil of  Château Monlot has a 
huge potential, which corresponds 

on most of  the vineyard to the 
standards of  a Saint-Emilion 

Grand Cru Classé”. 
Claude & Lydia Bourguignon.

“At Château Monlot, our goal is 
to raise the quality of  wine to the 
highest level to become a shining 
reference. All conditions are met to 
achieve this goal.” 
Jean-Claude Berrouet.
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BEGINNING, SOIL ANALYSIS ...

Soil analysis and research undertaken on the Château Monlot vineyard helped to 
better understand soil types and their characteristics, and to develop specific working 
techniques for each plot :

THE ABSOLUTE PRIORITY, 
THE EXCELLENCE OF QUALITY 

- Careful Preparation of  parcel before planting : Rest for three years, sowing of  green manures 
chosen to soften and structure the soil, to drain and sanitize it.
- Draining the parts that may present risks of  water stagnation and may be a hindrance to the 
development of  the vine.
- Planting new parcel with optimal matching of  plant material to soil type; reflections based on 
a thorough study of  the diversity of  our soil types and their agronomic abilities.
-Branches cut adapted to the potential of  each vine : The important thing is not to think about 
an average production on the parcel but to adapt to the production potential of  each vine so 
that each one of  them can express the quintessence of  the fruit he carries. 
-  Careful attention throughout the year to all the technical procedures necessary for the proper 
development of  the vine and the control of  the production of  the grapes : Disbudding, pruning, 
lifting, cleaning the inside of  the feet to promote the aeration of  foliage and bunches.
- Working soil with ultra-light tools to minimize soil settlements and promote their aeration, 
functioning and microbial life.
- Manual deliveries in crates, zoned by soil type and ensuring that good maturity is reached.
- Grape-friendly harvesting system, minimizing crushing to preserve all their freshness.
- Accurate control of  the temperature during the fermentation in order to accompany the 
course of  the fermentation with a maximum of  softness and thus to control the extraction with 
a maximum of  precision.
- Vinification in thermo-regulated vats adapted to the vineyard parcel to vinify homogeneous 
sets with maturity and quality potential.
- Ageing in French oak barrels for 14 to 18 months.
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Château Monlot is a 400-year-old estate located near the small medieval town of  Saint-

Emilion. Château Monlot has 8 hectares vineyard of  clay-limestone and clay-loam soils 

and 40 year old vines : An excellent terroir to grow Merlot. At the end of  2011, Chinese 

actress, Zhao Wei, who instantly fell in love with Château Monlot, acquired the estate. 

With the help of  experts Claude Bourguignon and Jean-Claude Berrouet, Zhao Wei is 

dedicated into making Château Monlot an iconic wine of  the appellation. 

Appellation : Saint-Emilion Grand Cru

Surface area : 8 ha 

Oenologist / Consultant : Jean-Claude Berrouet and Claude/Lydia Bourguignon

Average age of  the vines : 40 ans

Grape composition for blending : 65% Merlot, 35% Cabernet Franc

Soils : Clay-limestone

Vinification : in stainless steel tanks 

Ageing : 14-18 months in French oak barrel

Packing format : Wooden case (6 bts or 12 bts)
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